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As I wind up the columns on covering and painting your bird, I think on now to the details that make a good to great

paint job. No matter what type of painting system you have chosen, there are certain fundamental rules to observe

thruout the process. Here are several of them, and they are all basic common sense.....

Safety- Protect yourself from the chemicals. If you use urethanes for a topcoat, they contain Isocyinates (spelling) which are poision.

They attack your lungs, your liver, and your central nervous system, all at the same time. Using coatings such as Imron, Stits

Aerothane, or others will require you to fully protect all exposed skin, and use a pumped breathing apparatus and mask. The chemical

poisons can even enter thru your eyes. A charcoal type breathing mask just won't cut it.

Use a well ventilated area for painting. Do not paint near/around any combustion source. I heard of a man who blew himself up in a

northern shop one winter while spraying Nitrate dope, with a woodstove heating the shop. Be smart.

Lighting- Great lighting is a must. People get runs in their paint jobs because what they think is a 'light' coated area they just sprayed

is actually a shadow from poor lighting. They pile on more paint, then watch it run. My painting area has lighting on the walls, 24" from

the floor, along with my ceiling lights.

Temperature- Do not attempt to paint anything unless the paint subject and the room temperature is at least 58 to 60 degrees. As

well, try to avoid painting with temps above 90 degrees.

Humidity- With dopes especially, as well as Laquers, do not paint when the humidity is above 75%, and dew points are over 70. The

product blushes, and the adhesion goes down.

A simple paint booth can be constructed in a shop or hangar from 2" x 2" boards, and stapled visqueen. Put a simple box fan in one

end, with a furnace filter taped to it, and provide a couple filters at the other end for make up air.

Wet Down the floor before painting , with water, not sprayed hard with a garden hose, but trickled out, then broomed with a wet

broom. The water will suspend and hold surface dust.

When the surface has the base coat on, and is good and dry, use a 'fine line' 3M type tape product for all masking, and use regular

masking paper or masking plastic sheet. Do NOT use newspapers for masking, or the news print will end up on your airplane after

you have sprayed, as todays modern solvents transfer the print.

Prep for painting should include a liquid product such as 'prep-sol' or equiv. formulated to suspend and wipe away silicones, hand

grease, bugs, etc. so the surface is not contaminated. The product is wiped on with a rag, then immediately wiped off with a couple

dry soft rags. Ensure that before this step you have grounded the airframe. The solvent is flammable. I have a friend who lost a first

class cover job on his Cassutt, and almost lost his shop, because static from wiping down the fuselage in preparation for paint caused

it to flash ignite. He had to start over.

Just before painting, you must tac-rag the surface, to lift off any last minute dust. Don't rub hard, just gently is sufficient.

Spray Guns- I have used an old, trusty Binks Model #7 for 30 years. I also have a cheap copy, for primer work, and a 2 gallon sears

Pressure pot, which I use for applying a lot of dope in a short period of time. The Binks is a siphon can gun, and in all those years I

have had to install one rebuild kit, mostly 'o' rings and such.

For normal spraying I set the liquid mixture knob about 7 turns, or, halfway, and set the pattern at full width. Pressure is set at 40 to 45

psi, at the gun, and I always use a water trap filter, either at the compresser or at the gun.

I apply a 'tack' coat, wait ten minutes, then a full coat, chordwise on a wing, then 5 minutes later, a spanwise coat. This combination of

chordwise then spanwise is called a 'cross-coat' These suggestions are for urethanes or enamels. With dopes you can do each step a

little quicker, as it sets quicker.

In decorative striping for your Sonerai, personal preference wins any time, and if you don't have a real 'eye' for laying out stripes, dont

worry about it. You can by stick on vynal stripes if you choose. Just remember, not too many Sonerais will ever look as great as our

webmaster Scott's, but if you use his as a workmanship goal, and strive for the attention to detail as shown on his, you will have

something to be proud of.

Lastly, when pulling off your masking, try to do it within an hour for most systems. Better results in the line quality will result. And pull

your fine line masking off at a FLAT angle, not straight up.
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If you have comments on this or other articles, please post them to the Sonerai.net Forum
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